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Michael Woods invited to Nice for Autism Conference 
We're all excited for Michael Woods, superstar film-maker, who has been invited to present at Autism-
Europe's 12th International Congress, in the city of Nice in September. He will speak about 
"unwrapping the parcel”— Asperger's and creativity to an international audience, and will be 
accompanied by his marvellous mother, Elizabeth and his brother Jonathon. 

Since the Woods family came to us a few years ago and then moved Michael to Ao Tawhiti school, 
Michael has bloomed and blossomed. Michael will be making a documentary of the trip. 

Hazel returns 
It’s been about two years since I was last up in the Aspiehelp offices — but I’m 
glad to be back. I’ll be handling back-office tasks like bookkeeping, filing, 
creating documents like this newsletter, and generally doing what I can to take 
the office-work burden off Leith and Julie, our counsellors.  

Southern Trust grant 
We’re very grateful to the Southern Trust for funding the rent of our rooms, 
giving us a space to provide our services from.  

In the next month, we’ll be moving next door to the adjacent office 
space. We’ll still be upstairs in Church house, and will continue to 
use the same counselling room with clients.  

Motueka trip 
Leith and Julie gave their ‘Mysteries of Asperger’s explained’ presentation in Motueka on the 6th of 
June. Attendance was less than last time, and the event was appreciated by those who attended. Leith 
met some ‘super’ new people, and we hope to extend our network in that region in future.  

Memberships are now due 
It’s a new financial year and for those of you who are Aspiehelp members, membership fees are now 
due. Membership fees are a significant part of how Aspiehelp supports ourselves, so please help us out 
by renewing your membership now.  

Aspiehelp members can access our counselling services, borrow from the Aspiehelp library, and attend 
our AGM and vote on the members of our Board of Trustees.  

Memberships are $20/year for an individual, and $30/year for your whole family. 
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In this newsletter: Michael Woods at Autism Europe, Hazel back in the office, our regular In 
Our Office update, and Leith on the injustice of ageing out of the support system. 

Hazel is back
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Social evenings 
These are on hold for the foreseeable future.

Apologies for the long spell between 
newsletters!  

We have been very busy seeing new and old 
clients and ever increasingly, more and more 
complex cases, meaning more reading, new 
information, more reflection etc! 

Julie and Leith have visited team meetings at 
Lifelinks, and Mental Health for the over 65s, 
and we have been visited by folk from 298 Youth Service, Explore, “Health Navigators” 
from Pegasus Health, a new business called Brain Gains and Autism Canterbury. Leith 
also attended a Regional meeting arranged by Altogether Autism recently, and attended 
an IEP meeting at Kilmarnock Enterprises for one of our clients. 

We also journeyed to Motueka for a repeat of last year’s presentation, but our marketing 
lost a few cogs and wheels and we had a small but “very quality” audience. 

We are looking forward to moving our office into the room next door previously 
occupied by a Church organisation. This will give us a more useable room with the 
option of having a small counselling space within it. The present counselling room will 
not move anywhere. 

Make sure you all get your flu jabs, folks, this year’s version of flu is particularly nasty 
and seems to turn to pneumonia at the drop of a hat. 

We have a bunch of new library books which is exciting and proving very useful. 

Cheers from Leith and Julie

Our staff: Leith, Julie, and Hazel

In Our Office
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“Old age is an excellent time for outrage” — Maggie Kuhn 
I’m “elderly” or ‘old” by some reckonings and I am girding my loins to be outraged all over the place! 

The chief outrage is the lack of resourcing for services for Auties and Aspies who have “aged out of 
the system”- no longer school aged children with parents struggling to attract understanding from 
the education system- (over 6000 children in this country are currently home schooled). 

Autism NZ and Altogether Autism lead the charge for the kids but there is a cloud of unknowing (for 
me) as to what is being done to address the abysmal ignorance and arrogance shown by 
“professional people” when asked to diagnose Autism/Asperger Syndrome. I have been horrified by 
the  casual way people with psychiatry, psychology and/or GP qualifications not only dismiss 
conditions which begin with “A” but also prescribe medications for co-morbids which are completely 
inappropriate, ineffective, and often hazardous and destructive.  

At Aspiehelp we constantly hear stories of people mis-diagnosed and wrongly medicated, 
hospitalisations which should never have happened and specialist attention not given when it 
should have been! 

Alas, teachers are not exempt from the  blaming and shaming that many pupils and their parents 
receive. Poor schooling experiences afflict people lifelong and transition into the adult world is 
fraught with pits full of monsters. By the time we meet them at Aspiehelp, it can be really really 
difficult to find a rope long enough to haul them back up. 

Keep your eyes peeled and your ears pinned back.. Granny Leith is just looking around for a horse 
and then she’ll be off! 

Leith McMurray, Counsellor & Manager at Aspiehelp — June 2019

Frances Asselbergs — ‘The New’ 


